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Abstract
Purpose – To describe the introduction of ILLiad at the University of Edinburgh and its wider impact
Design/Methodology/approach – a hands on description by a practitioner of an ILL system new to the UK
Findings – That the introduction of ILLiad had not halted the decline in ILL but has opened the library up to international resource sharing to a significant extent
Originality – The first description published of the introduction of ILLiad into the UK.
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January 2010 became a watershed in the Interlibrary Loans (ILL) Service in the University of Edinburgh.  Until then, the entire service was still very reliant on paper. Typed or handwritten letters had given way to emails and an online requesting system.  However cabinets were still bursting with request forms which had to be retained in compliance with copyright legislation.  Illegible handwriting and randomly abbreviated citations were a constant challenge. ILL requesting was also on a downward trend.  An earlier study (Lobban, 2006) concluded that although electronic journals would inevitably have an impact on ILL as we knew it, they were unlikely ever to completely replace it, they would rather change the nature of the ILL service and how it is delivered.  

What follows is a brief glimpse of how the ILL service in the University of Edinburgh has developed since that earlier study, and in particular how the choice of management system might have influenced these changes.

ILL at Edinburgh
Along with many other UK institutions, the ILL service in the University of Edinburgh had used the ILLOS system developed by the University of Lancaster.  As a partner in the Research Libraries Group (RLG) SHARES program, Edinburgh also used the RLG software, ILL Manager, to access overseas libraries.  Following the RLG and OCLC merger, ILL Manager made way for WorldCat Resource Sharing (WCRS), exposing us to even more libraries worldwide.  Many SHARES libraries migrated to ILLiad at this point.  This is an American system produced by Atlas Systems, and integrated with WCRS.  

The ILLOS service was withdrawn from the market at the end of 2009 and during that year we reviewed a number of options.  Along with the requirement to use the British Library as a primary supplier, it remained important to continue to have access to the SHARES community, and as a longstanding user of ILL Manager we were interested in looking more closely at ILLiad.  As part of an earlier study visit to the US, there was the opportunity to meet with colleagues at Princeton University, to discuss their implementation of ILLiad, and that also helped inform our decision making.   

ILLiad was implemented at a time of great change within Information Services. In 2006, a major redevelopment began in the University’s Main Library.  Gradually, floor by floor the interior of the 1960s A-listed building has been transformed into a facility suited to 21st Century learning and research.  Although work is not scheduled to finish until 2013, we already have a much brighter and more welcoming building for students and academics.  To facilitate the work, it has been necessary to move some older lending stock to an offsite storage facility, the Library Annexe (LA). This raised concern that material would no longer be accessible, and in recent months a working group has overseen a project to agree service requirements, to ensure that service disruption is kept to a minimum.  This has resulted in the establishment of a new fast-delivery service, where physical items can be requested and returned to the library using a twice-daily courier delivery.  Journal articles and book chapters can be supplied electronically, and this is where ILLiad is expected to have a major role.  

We anticipate a considerable number of requests for articles from journals held at the LA, requiring a quick turnaround scanning service.   The ILLiad package includes its own Electronic Document Delivery software called Odyssey. The user submits the request through ILLiad, and the scanned article is posted to their ILLiad record for downloading.  In compliance with Copyright legislation, the link to the article disappears after 30 days, but the article can be viewed any number of times during that period.  A single printout may also be made.    Alongside this we continue to use Ariel software, which has been available for many years, and although still very useful, its integration with ILLiad is slightly less streamlined.  Odyssey is used by many US libraries, but is virtually unknown in the UK.  Through the use of Odyssey and Ariel, our increased exposure to overseas libraries means that an article request submitted late one afternoon to our colleagues in the US could be available first thing the next morning, usually at a very competitive price. More than 450 requests have been satisfied via Odyssey in the 8 weeks since the end of February.  We can also reciprocate by supplying scans to other libraries world-wide.

ILLiad has turned all our established procedures on their heads:  online registration, online requesting, electronic signatures, online monitoring of requests and online payments.  How could we survive without all that paper?  My colleagues were very sceptical, but would probably now have to admit that the transition has been less painful than initially feared!

The one-off registration required for each user allows them to submit all requests online, and all activity is logged, so users are encouraged to track the progress of their own requests, and can also review earlier requests.  All email communications to lenders or users can be sent and recorded through ILLiad itself.  ILL staff are able to edit bibliographic details where required, but are spared the task of re-keying and deciphering the handwriting.  Online contact is made through a variety of routes with the British Library, other UK or overseas libraries, and much closer to home, with other UoE sites, and in particular the new LA..

For many years Edinburgh has charged users for ILL requests, and a major challenge has been to find a satisfactory method of handling pre-payment.  We have now moved from the paper-based system to sending electronic invoices; users then pay via the University’s ePay system.  This new workflow is partly determined by ILLiad, which cannot yet handle pre-payments, but it does mean that users are only asked to pay for what they receive.  There is an additional workload, with generating and issuing invoices, which is done on a quarterly basis, and once payment is made, the user’s record on ILLiad is updated manually. 

How has ILLiad impacted on the ILL service?
We might have anticipated a rise in use of the service, now that users can submit requests online and are not required to pay in advance.  Instead, the steady decline since the late 1990s has continued.  Inspection of statistics which are available from 2002 shows that the number of requests submitted by users has halved in that period, and the introduction of ILLiad has not altered that trend.  

It has always been the department’s policy to check incoming requests against the catalogue, and this has inevitably led to some being cancelled before being sent out.  Other requests may end up being cancelled because the item is unavailable.  The total number of cancelled requests has been increasing gradually from 6% in 2002-3, reaching 8.4 % in 2008-9.  Since the implementation of ILLiad, this figure has rocketed to nearer 14%, and it is likely that a high proportion of these result from items which are already available in the UoE system.  Perhaps users used to think twice about completing forms by hand and they would be more likely to check the catalogue first.

There was an expectation that the number of requests from Undergraduates would rise dramatically as a result of online requesting.  However inspection of the relevant statistics from 2002 suggests that this had not been the case, and that the share of requests submitted by Undergraduates has remained at around 15%.   

As recently as 2002, the share of requests satisfied by overseas libraries was only 2.3%, although this has increased gradually each year to 6.4% in 2008-9.  However after a slight dip in 2009-10, the percentage has jumped to 15.6% in the first 3 quarters of 2010-11.  Much of this can be attributed to the British Library’s current problems with asbestos, resulting in the closure of large parts of their buildings.  This situation has allowed us to experiment with sending more article requests overseas.  There is no doubt that ILLiad’s streamlined requesting procedures have played an important role in this time of crisis at the British Library

The University of Edinburgh has always been a major lender in ILL circles, and in the same way that ILLiad has increased our exposure to potential overseas lenders, we have found that the number of requests coming to us from overseas lenders has risen sharply in the last few years.  The majority of these are article requests which we are now able to send as scans.  However we are now sending greater numbers of physical items overseas. Over the last 10 years we have relaxed our policy of not sending material overseas, and for the most part this has not led to any significant problems, other than higher postage costs, and this is kept under review.  Material is generally returned in very good order, and extremely well packaged!  Closer inspection of our lending statistics shows that in 2002-3, only 2% of our lending activity was to overseas libraries.  That figure has gradually risen since then, but in the first three quarters of 2010-11 has exceeded 21%, most of them scans, showing without doubt that ILLiad and WCRS have helped to increase Edinburgh’s profile in the international lending scene.

Conclusions
Our move to ILLiad has raised some interesting topics for examination. For the user, we have a greater chance of obtaining material, particularly obscure items, and workflows are streamlined.  There remains an issue concerning the handling of payment for requests, as the accounting element now takes up a disproportionate amount of staff time, but that is something we will continue to review.

Fears of indiscriminate requesting, from undergraduates in particular, have been largely unfounded, but we will continue to monitor this. 

The process of implementing ILLiad has been interesting in that we have seen that US libraries often operate in a very different way from most UK libraries.  For the most part, this has not been a problem.  On the contrary, it has offered us the opportunity for us to examine and in some cases revise our procedures in order to produce more streamlined workflows.

The Odyssey service is proving to be an invaluable tool in our quest for full desk-top delivery, particularly with the introduction of the new service from the Library Annexe.

We have also established ourselves quite firmly as international suppliers which in turn may provide us with more potential lenders.  
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